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Intro 

Our brand is not our logo, it’s what lives in people’s heads. 

Our strategy is our intention, it guides how we show up in the world, 
and the experience people therefore have of us. That experience 
shapes people’s perception of us, which is what ultimately creates 
our brand – the thing inside their head. 

We capture that intention in a framework of thinking and words, 
which serves as a strategic tool to guide our every action, every day.

The framework consists of four parts: Vision, Purpose, Proposition, 
Principles. These parts all work together, and provide the setup for 
our design system, which makes up the bulk of this 
toolkit document.

Our vision, on the next page, captures our intention in a single piece 
of compelling prose. 
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Vision 

We are in a race.

A race against time and against ourselves. 
Against the dangerous idea that we can’t do 
this, that there is no way.

Unlike most races, it won’t have one winner. 
In this race we all win, or we all lose.

Winning it will mean a radical, unprecedented 
level of collaboration, from all corners of our 
world. From our cities, businesses, regions and 
investors. From people everywhere.

Together we’ll be racing for a better world, 
a zero carbon world. A healthier, safer, 
fairer world. 

A world of wellbeing, justice, abundance and joy, 
where the air is fresher, our jobs are well-paid 
and dignified, and our future is clear.

To get there we need to run fast, and get faster. 
We need more and more people to join the race, 
and right now. This is not about 2050, it’s about 
today.

We chose to go to the moon once. Now we 
choose to race to zero. This too will be hard, 
probably harder – but that’s not why we’re 
choosing it. We’re choosing it because we can.

Because we can do this, together. 
And we’re already on the way.



Purpose - leading our team
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Our purpose describes what we’re here to do everyday – it is our 
reason for being, our ‘why’. 

Originally meaning ‘the course of life’, ‘the way’ is our route to the 
healthier, safer, fairer zero world, our clearer future. We are like a 
beacon leading everyone along that way – we ‘light’ it. 

This ‘light’ has three meanings, all to do with empowering people 
to act together. We rally people, show what’s possible and already 
happening, and lighten the load by bringing them together. So 
we energise, illuminate, and relieve. 

We should check everything we do against this purpose.



Our proposition is what we’re offering people. 

To be incentivised to win the race to zero, people need to 
imagine and be excited about what lies beyond the finish line.

Zero is currently just a number, a target. It doesn’t have much 
meaning beyond that. To be sufficiently motivating, it needs to 
offer a vision of a better world. 

This is what our campaign offers: a vision of a healthier, safer, 
fairer world, our clearer future – the prize for all of us when we 
win this race to zero.

Our design system in the following pages, guided by our 
principles on the next page, seeks to express this offer.
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Proposition - inspiring everyone else



principles ...so we:

Prioritise health
help to shift our mindset from 
efficiency to resilience

- Champion the idea that a healthy recovery is a zero-carbon recovery
- Build-in stories of people working together with trust and compassion
- Tell stories of long-term human resilience, beyond the finish line

Champion fairness
we’re only as safe as our 
most vulnerable people

- Make the world’s most vulnerable a visible priority
- Draw attention to a global image that is less than 10% white
- Emphasise our interdependence with each other

Show science
lead people by making science 
relatable and desirable

- Show with ‘so what’s, don’t just tell with data
- Make it relatable, meeting people where they are
- Make it desirable, taking people where they want to be

Boost urgency
forget 2050, the race starts 
here and now, with us

- Help people to visualise exponential increase
- Galvanise and celebrate progress along the journey
- Make it about action today, not tomorrow

Framework – Principles – Implications

Our principles expand upon our purpose, offering more 
granular detail to guide our action every day. All of our 
comms, including our photography, is guided by them.
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Logo - Overview
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Logo - Versions - Colour

CMYK
RGB
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https://drive.google.com/open?id=1aYnnRAalNQcSu8ZbA9uOxXokWQUtG0ex
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1iIT_xB6LQvZfPIxWzb5KAqHUjBWAnU6t


Logo - Versions - B&W
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CMYK
RGB

CMYK
RGB

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1RWpxjfgimS--S_m9Gd469PydfAr9OHZW
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1vpVfAG3angSMv_izrAAXcO6dPgegDDG0
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1_MwZD1y-aZbdmG3DX_wqJpdriY7350p_
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1DdYR9wkEm3vpfIus_WIcjbaTrorg6RsF


Clearspace

Logo - Clearspace

Minimum size

5mm
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Logo - Placement
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Logo - Partnership lockup
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Logo - Co-Branding
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Colour - Background - Primary
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Colour - Background - Primary
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Colour - Background - Secondary





Unsplash.com.

Photography - Principles

Nature - click here to access

People - click here to access

Cities - click here to access
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https://unsplash.com/
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/121hlJfcxaAmCczaoVukq_5QwDqum6cwA?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1Ykp0HqrujEbOCgm4qpZJCZaDSBNY4XuE?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1kjexEuQie35yYvR2caoxM3dEac1n7J_-?usp=sharing


Photography - Avoid
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https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/caf%C3%A9




Language guide – Voice principles

We’re energising
 
Full of go. Full of verve. Full of yes. 
Our words cackle with vitality and 
electricity. Reading them makes 
people want to leap up and join us, 
to find the adventure in what we’re 
doing. We can do this, and when 
people hear us they’ll believe it.

We’re purposeful
 
Confident, but never arrogant, we’re 
stubborn optimists. We have focus, 
seeing through the noise. With 
momentum – a radical urgency – we 
focus on action, always moving 
towards outcomes, picking 
ourselves up if we fall. We can be 
trusted to find the solutions and 
get them done.

We’re compassionate
 
We’re reassuring, there for people 
when they need it most. We lead with 
and alongside, lighting the way with 
love. We speak in everyday language, 
never jargon or idioms. We’re not 
trying to be cool, or impress. In this 
race, people need someone to turn 
to: a reassuring, encouraging, friend.

We use a vibrant voice 
that keeps us all going:
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Language guide – Do’s / don’ts

- write with clarity (test it on a friend)

- write with conviction

- write naturally, conversationally

- use sharp, taut, pacey language

- use short sentences

- use the simplest word

- use physical language: (‘kick-off’ etc.)

- use structure to clarify (headings etc.)

Always Never
- waffle (less is more)

- use jargon (this is for everyone)

- use local idioms (this is for everywhere)

- talk down to people

- get (too) emotional

- use exclamation marks (there’s no need)

- put loads of full stops in (that’s not pace)

- use stats without explaining the ‘so what’
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Typography - Headlines
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Typography - Body Copy
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Colour - Breakdowns
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